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Art is o en appreciated by the common people. Art is not only
appealing, but it is a way of expression & a magnificent escape from
the reality and entry into the dream world. However, who takes e orts
to bring this eternal beauty into reality unless art has a space in the
buzzing city?
Only a passionate art-lover can understand the beauty of it. We’re
talking about Rukshaan Art Gallery. Recently housed in a lovely
heritage building, Rukshaan Art Gallery at Fort is a must-visit place if
you are one of those art-admirers.
Sheer love for art made Rukshaan Krishna to establish Rukshaan Art
Gallery first in Baroda (2009) & now in Mumbai. She knew there was no
dearth of artists but lacked the platform and hence, the birth of
Rukshaan Art Gallery.
A celebratory space for sculptures, paintings, stoneware & much more
is for those who would love to please their eyes with classic art.
Aesthetic works of renowned artists like Pratap Modi, Ambu Rathwa,
Hardik Kansara, Kamal Pandya, Soumen Das & Preeti Agarwal have
kept for display. Their works express a thousand emotions, leaving you
awed.
Rukshaan Art Gallery works throughout the year in order to bring in
unique, refreshing works of art into the gallery space.
Interestingly, they follow a unique module where they exhibit various
artworks for a couple of months. In that manner, not only the artist
enjoys longer time frame to grab maximum eyeballs but it also

benefits art collectors in case they make up their mind to purchase the
work.
Again, the rest of the year Rukshaan Art Gallery intelligently spares
space for specially curated and thematic work. Isn’t it a thoughtful
process?
Vibrantly yet subtle hued paintings, contemporary art installations,
impressive stoneware & woodblocks are some of the artworks you
wouldn’t want to miss, especially when Mumbai keeps you on toes. Let
one weekend be celebrated in the name of art.
So, this weekend look forward to visiting Rukshaan Art Gallery and
soaking soul-stirring art vibes!
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